
Turlock Dairy Video Sale


Terms and Conditions


Each Bidder must be registered and have a buyers number for the sale. Buyer expressly agrees 
to adhere to these Auction Terms and Conditions.


The Auctioneer reserves the right to reject any and all bids.


If a dispute arises between two or more bidders, the Auctioneer may immediately put the lot up 
for sale again and resell to the highest bidder.  The decision of the Auctioneer shall be final and 
absolute.


The record of the Auctioneer and the Clerk will be taken as final in the event of any dispute.


Payment is due at or before the shipment date via check or wire transfer.  Some delayed 
deliveries will require a per head deposit which will be disclosed prior to the sale of said lot/s.


All dairy females are sold to be checked for pregnancy status and soundness inside.  All milk 
cows sold to be sound of udder unless otherwise stated.  In the case of bred heifers or 
springing heifers, lots will be guaranteed to deliver exactly as described by the Auctioneers/s 
sale day.  Any and all sale day announcements supersedes any printed/cataloged information.  
Also all springers and bred heifers to be titted by buyer or a representative immediately upon 
arrival to buyer.  If this does not happen, TLAY Dairy Video Sale cannot and will not be liable for 
any issues arising after arrival.  All open and breedable heifers to be sold guaranteed as such, 
unless otherwise stated.


All Dairy Management Records to be transferred (when available and represented as such) with 
TLAY Dairy Video Sale coordinating the transfer.  Any/all Breed Association Registration 
information to be transferred when applicable with the assistance of TLAY Dairy Video Sale, 
any expense to be pre-determined prior to sale otherwise transfer will be at the expense of the 
buyer.


Interstate shipments; Negative TB test and Brand Inspection to be the responsibility of the 
seller with TLAY Dairy Video Sale assistance.  In the event of additional health testing as per 
receiving state requirements, these tests to be administered under the supervision of TLAY 
Dairy Video Sale at the expense of the buyer.


Warranties;  Seller warrants clear title of all animals marketed through TLAY Dairy Video Sale.

Each animal is sound and healthy in every respect unless otherwise noted in the catalogue or 
announced by the Auctioneer.  Every precaution will be taken to represent the physical 
condition of each animal exactly as it is known.  Any issues to be brought up by the buyer to 
TLAY Dairy Video Sale representative on the day of shipment or in the buyers absence at the 
shipment the day of receipt of the cattle.  Any delay in this transaction will result in TLAY Dairy 
Video Sale NOT liable for such issues. Heifers sold open/breedable or confirmed pregnant 
cows/heifers are in no way guaranteed as to the condition of their udders following calving.  
Sellers and TLAY Dairy Video Sale guarantee to represent all cattle offered via video auction to 
be as accurate and transparent as possible with the information they respectively obtain.


